The presence of Islamic parties in Indonesia is a long history that became a necessity because the Islamic group helped build the Republic long before independence. But as a political party, Islamic parties are not independent of where they come from. Each Islamic party has its support base. Islamic party in Indonesia has a tendency toward three mainstream typologies namely the traditionalist party, the modernist party, and the Islamist party [4] . The traditionalist group is represented by the NU party whose social base is Nahdhatul 'Ulama. Then the modernist party is represented by Masyumi and Parmusi whose social base is represented by Muhammadiyah and other modernist mass organizations. Both have dominated the power of Islamic parties in Indonesia until the collapse of the New Order. The birth of the reform was accompanied by the birth of a new Islamist political force, Partai Keadilan Sejahtera (PKS).
PKS Party was originally imaged as an exclusive party by carrying Tarbiyah Movement. Tarbiyah movement is a movement with the concept of Tarbiyah Islamiyah is the preparation of pious human beings in order to create a balance in the potential, purpose, speech, and action with the aim of creating conditions conducive for humans to live straight, both with the pleasure and reward of Allah SWT [5] . Another condition that makes PKS exclusive is its Qibla to the Middle East by making the Muslim Brotherhood's movement in Egypt as a model and inspiration movement.
The openness of ideology of political parties will affect the political communication strategy of the party for both the ruling party and the election. This condition also occurs in PKS. The decision to open up to all parties will affect the political communication of a political party, both internal and external. Political communication refers to any exchange of symbols or messages that to a significant extent have been shaped by or have consequences for the political system [2] . Thus it can be said that political communication is one of the process of communicating symbols or symbols of communication containing the political messages of a person or group to others in order to open the insight or way of thinking, and influence the attitude and behavior of the audience which became a political target [6] . 
4) Message forms
Message form is in the form of verbal (spoken) or nonverbal (sign) language. Language used in the political communication was Indonesian (formal) and Sundanese (informal) through speeches and directives as well as political actions / behaviour that show the openness of ideology.
5) Message content
Message content was related to the openness of ideology proposed by PKS in the form of speeches or directives and others.
6) Act sequence
Act sequence in the political communication related to the openness of ideology was through verbal message or actions/behaviours (nonverbal). So that the sequence of communication acts is communication steps that continuously cannot be broken before or after communication event about the openness of ideology of DPW of PKS of West Java.
7) Interaction rules
The rules found in political communication related to the openness of ideology of DPW of PKS of West Java were Regional Deliberation held at least 1 (once) in a period of leadership that is 5 (five) years while the Regional Work Meeting and Regional Coordination Meeting, at least held 2 (twice) in a period of leadership.
8) Norms of interpretation
The norms related to political communication in the openness of the ideology of DPW of PKS of West Java is a rule that is used as a reference to stand as a political party.
C. The Relationship between Communication Components in Communicative Events that Form the Communication Pattern Related the Openness of Ideology of DPW of PKS of West Java
The communication pattern in the political communication in the openness of ideology of DPW of PKS of West Java is a formal communication pattern, through organizational channels through Regional Deliberation, Regional Work Meeting and Regional Coordination Meeting with vertical communication between leaders and followers, horizontal among fellow administrators, cadres / members, internal and external communications, and one-way, two-way or circular communication. It is used to communicate ideological openness, such as inclusive, moderate, cooperative, tolerant, accepting plurality, to eliminate negative stigma, internal and external consolidation. Political communication is very important considering PKS is a political party whose purpose is to get support, power, and position.
The following is the communication pattern in political communication in the openness of ideology of DPW of PKS of West Java, both verbal and nonverbal. 
